Leonardo Brings Best in
Class Offerings

Perfect Show Case for Rapidly
Growing Industry
As the curtain goes up on the third edition
of Mexico’s Aerospace Fair, the numbers
tell a story, of an event going from strength
to strength. FAMEX 2019 has more than
600 exhibitors, up from under 550 in 2017.

It is Bigger & Better This Year:
General Quezada
General Rodolfo Rodri´guez Quezada,
FAMEX President, is confident that the third
edition of the event, which will conclude on
April 27, will be bigger and even more
successful than the previous editions.

No New Aircraft for Mexican Air Force
Notwithstanding the austerity measures the
government has undertaken, the Mexican
Air Force has the necessary number of
fixed and rotary wing aircraft needed to
protect the country and its people...

Russian Helicopters Focus on New Civil
Aircraft
Russian Helicopters is looking at supplying
its civilian aircraft to countries in the Latin
American region, one of the fastest
growing helicopter markets in the world.
"The newest civilian aircraft models...

The Israeli UAV Success Story: 40 Yrs
& Counting

'Mexican Aerospace Set for Sustained
Growth'

Israel’s journey to becoming the pioneer in
the field of unmanned aerial systems (UAS)
and the largest exporter of drones, and the
major role played by Israel Aerospace
Industries (IAI) in it, are proof of the fact...

The Mexican Aerospace industry is poised
to continue its pace of growth well into the
next decade but there are challenges that
will need to be met, says Luis Lizcano,
Managing Director of the Mexican Fed....

Increase in Number of Aircraft on
Display

Mexico-Canada Pact Expected at
FAMEX

Aircraft from countries such as the US,
Canada, Russia, China and host country
Mexico are on display at the third edition of
Mexico’s Aerospace Fair. The standouts
among the aircraft on display...

An agreement between Mexico and
Canada, the country of honor at the event,
will be signed during the 3rd edition of
FAMEX. The proposed agreement between
the two countries, the first of its kind...
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